Cutting more than concrete. Cutting time.

As a leading distributor and manufacturer of concrete cutting tools and equipment, we’ve been an important part of the industry for more than 30 years.

Throughout this time, we’ve been able to work alongside industry professionals where we’ve witnessed firsthand the challenges and pitfalls faced daily.

It has been a valuable partnership that has led to a series of product breakthroughs for the industry; each based upon the very simple idea that in today’s competitive environment, time is as important as the tool and equipment you use.

Known throughout the Southwest as a leading resource and supplier to the concrete cutting industry, we’ve now expanded our sales and service nationwide, including parts and repairs.

We’ve also continued to expand our line of manufactured products for pros including portable and trailer mounted vacuums, a patented joint cleaning system and an innovative line of ProCutter™ trucks, trailers and tool boxes. Offering time-saving storage solutions designed to cut costs, our unique ProCutter™ products can either be ordered in basic kit form with or without accessories or “turn key ready” and fully equipped.

We understand there’s a world of choices when it comes to concrete cutting equipment. Our goal is to make those choices a lot easier by offering you the kind of products and service that will have you choosing Grabber Power Products for years to come!
GRABBER SERVICES
Grabber Power Products is dedicated to providing our customers with the highest quality service. We are passionate about filling our customers needs and strive to accommodate them as soon as possible. Our goal is to help you reduce your costs, increase productivity and maximize your business potential.

OUR PRODUCTS
Grabber Power Products offers a wide range of high quality, durable and unique products that have been specifically designed to fill our customers needs. Our biggest asset is our knowledge. We have over four decades of experience in the concrete cutting industry and our knowledge and expertise does not stop there.

Our products are built to last and are designed to work in multiple applications and working conditions. The best product we can offer you is the one that can be used in an array of job applications.

We also supply our customers with products from vendors that we trust, are knowledgeable and feel our customers will be satisfied with. Just as we are passionate about building relationships with our customers, we also take great pride building relationships with our vendors so they are able to supply our customers with the products they need at an affordable price.

VALUE
From the beginning, the core of Grabber Power Products has always had a strong sense of value. This value has pushed us to become what we are today. Value not only in our products and filling our customers needs, but our value in our community. This value has led our products to be much more sustainable in its resources as well as in its ability to provide eco-friendly solutions to construction related industries.

Grabber is dedicated to developing future products that will better serve our community while providing sustainable methods of production. Our patented Joint Cleaner is just one example of how we are continuously pushing to provide products that better serve our community and environment.

THANK YOU
From all of the Grabber Power staff, we would like to thank you for your business, interest, and giving us the opportunity to better serve you.

We hope we can continue serving you with high quality customer service and look forward to working with you for years to come.
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Grabber Portable ProVacs

Grabber wet vacuums are well known for their proven motors, durable steel drums and indestructible wheels. Unlike other off the shelf vacuums, Grabber vacuums are built specifically for the concrete cutting industry. That is why the drums are made of steel instead of plastic and are lined with epoxy to prevent rusting. Wheels are built tough to take the weight of slurry and there is even a convenient recessed electrical outlet so you can plug in your own cord instead of getting caught up in the manufacturer’s.

Features Include

- Sizes range from 20, 30 and 55 gallon
- 1-1/2" chrome wand
- 14" squeegee floor tool
- 6" aluminum hand tool
- Hose – 1-1/2" x 15’ with cuffs
- 120V, 13.5 Amp, 104 CFM motor
- 110 inches of water lift
- Steel drum epoxy lined
- 2" inlet tube
- Stainless steel screen enclosure
- Foam float
- Recessed electrical plug adaptable to any extension cord
- Roll cage motor protection
- Pneumatic wheels and/or casters
- Drain plug available upon request
- Replacement parts in stock and available

6" Aluminum Utility Tool
14" Squeegee Floor Tool
1-1/2" Wand

20 Gallon ProVac
30 Gallon ProVac
55 Gallon ProVac
Grabber Power Joint Cleaner

Pressure washes and vacuums saw cut joints in one pass. The patented joint-cleaning tool created by Grabber Power Products allows professionals to pressure wash and vacuum saw cut joints all at the same time. Not only a time saving tool, it’s the best option for meeting industry EPA standards. The J.C. tool uses a high concentrated blast of pressurized water to clean slurry out of saw cut joints and it simultaneously vacuums the joint leaving nothing behind for a professionally clean adhesive ready surface.

Time Saving Solution

This unprecedented two-in-one combo has been specially designed for loop sawing with efficiency that can double your production and cut your time on the job in half.

It’s also ideal for saw and seal contract work, finally offering an alternative to sandblasting on jobs where dust control is a problem.

Impress municipalities and D.O.T.'s with the greenest alternative to sand blasting.

Truck Mounted JC-400

Our Quality is Your Advantage

The revolutionary joint cleaner is built with the highest of quality components. Everything we incorporate into our joint cleaner has been tested by professionals and is intended to last in the toughest work environments. From high quality zinc infused powder coating to top of the line blowers, the Grabber Power Joint Cleaner is one-of-a-kind!
JC-750 Joint Cleaner

The JC-750 has many features and components that allow the operator to maximize work efficiency while also meeting and exceeding EPA standards.

Features:
- A: Safety hitch chain
- B: Tow hitch
- C: 7000 lb trailer jack
- D: Spare tire
- E: Hose boom
- F: 2-1/2" vac hose reel w/100' of vac hose
- G: Live vac reel plumbing
- H: 2" vac hose reel w/100' of vac hose
- I: 20" combo floor tool w/mount
- J: Control box
- K: Diesel engine w/cover & frame
- L: 750 gallon storage tank
- M: Primary scrubber
- N: 4" pipe sweeps
- O: Secondary scrubber
- P: Filter
- Q: Joint cleaner tool
- R: Tigerflex vacuum hose
- S: 4" butterfly valve
- T: 8000 lb axles/load range G tires
- U: Fuel tank
- V: Clean out pressure wash wand
ProCutter Trucks

These trucks are designed and built specifically for pros. Imagine finally being able to organize the most important part of your business from top to bottom. Having a place for everything and everything in its place. Your hoses and cords wrapped on reels ready to go. Your blades neatly stored so they are immediately available. Your saws and vacuums fastened down safely and securely. Plus, no more wasted time looking for tools.

Truck Options & Specifications

Grabber Power ProCutter Trucks are categorized in two specific options; enclosed and open truck bodies. Whatever your needs, our ProCutter Truck series are perfect for all of your cutting & coring needs alike.

Standard Features

The ProCutter Truck series offers a unique blend of accessories to better assist your working needs. Our accessories are specifically designed to get you better access to your equipment so you are on and off the job quicker.

Tool boxes outfitted with mounts and racks
Flat saw mounts
Three phase or single phase generators
Galvanized steel water tanks
Water supply systems
Vacuums/vacuum mounts
Powdercoated finish
Swing out blade pocket storage
Core bit racks
Saws/core drills-mounts
Loaded cord and hose reels
Side rails
Lift gate
Open & Enclosed ProCutter Trucks

The open & enclosed truck bed models are available with or without cab and chassis and can be ordered in basic kit form or fully equipped to your specifications. Standard sizes are available in 14', 16' and 18' lengths.

Our ProCutter trucks can be set up specifically for your personal work needs. Common set ups include:
- Flat saw
- Core drill
- Wall saw
- 480V or 400Hz electric
- To all in one combination trucks
ProCutter Trailers

The saw trailer bed models are available in basic kit form or fully equipped to your specifications. Sizes are available in 12’, 14’ and 16’ lengths.

Our Procutter trailer’s can be set up directly for your personal work needs. Common set ups include:

- Flat saw
- Core drill
- Wall saw
- 480V or 400Hz electric
- To all in one combinations

ProCutter Trailer Features

The saw trailer is also equipped with an array of accessories that all working professionals in this industry need. Some of the basic accessories may include:

- Tool boxes
- Water tanks
- Water systems
- Swing out blade pocket racks
- Core bit storage racks
- Flat saw/core drills/mounts
- Reels
- Side rails
- Trailer ramp
- Flood lights

*Optional* Tools & equipment also available

Detail in Every Trailer

Just like our truck beds, our trailers are designed to maximize your working efficiency, organize, protect and transport your equipment. The same detail and quality we put into our tucks is the same we put in our trailers. From heavy duty to light duty work trailers, the Grabber ProCutter Trailer will efficiently maximize your production.
**Grabber Generators & Gensets**

Sized just right, you will get more juice in a smaller package with one of our generators specially built for the concrete cutting pro. Our generators are built to last with a set RPM at 1800. Our generators are also designed to start and continuously run concrete cutting equipment with motors that do not have a soft start.

### Specifications & Features

- Water or air cooled diesel engines
- Engine speed set at 1800 RPM
- Block heater
- Custom sized motor starting PMG generator
- Main breaker
- Isolator mounts
- Remote start & stop panel
- Approx. dimensions: 69" x 26" x 38" (LxWxH)
  *Dimensions are for a 40 KW, excludes exhaust muffler and length varies on upsize of can*
- Approx. weight: 1800 lbs dry
- Standard sizes: 30 KW, 40KW and 50 KW
  *custom size available upon request*

### Generators Designed for You!

You can also say goodbye to cumbersome and expensive tow-behind rentals. Unlike other three-phase generators that are normally enclosed and trailer mounted, ours come in a neat and trim package. They're smaller, lighter and sized just right to fit on your truck. Grabber generators are also durable, diesel powered and built to hold up under the toughest conditions.

### Additional Options
- Powdercoat or galvanized finish enclosures
- Sound attenuation for enclosures
- Sub base fuel skid
- Standard and custom height skid
- Trailer mounted

---

**Self Contained with Powdercoated Enclosure**

**50 KW 3 Phase Generator**

**Sound Attenuated**

**Trailer Mounted**
ProCutter Tool Boxes

Grabber tool boxes are specially built to help you get better organized. Like any good storage box, they are tough, durable and weather resistant. Yet the real advantage to a Grabber tool box is what you find inside; innovative blade pocket racks that swing out for easy access; handy, one-of-a-kind closed end storage for core bit sets in addition to dozens of special supports and mounts that secure your other tools. When it comes to storage, there is only one tool box made for today’s concrete cutting pros, it’s the Quick Draw from Grabber.

Specifications & Features

- Four door dual access from either side of the truck
- 14-gauge steel construction
- Weather-resistant surface
- Drill-resistant locking system
- Front-opening door
- Blade pocket racks up to 36” blades
- Closed end core bit racks for two sets
- Special supports and mounts

Your Choice, Your Option

Grabber Power ProCutter Tool Boxes come in two distinct styles: Quick Draw I and Quick Draw II. Depending on your needs, wants, and/or application, each style of tool box will assist you in organizing your tools as well as protecting them from possible threats.

Our Quick Draw I is a one-sided, two door tool box that is perfect for truck and trailer applications alike. Our Quick Draw II tool box is the biggest tool box we offer. The Quick Draw II is a two-sided, 4 door tool box that is made to accommodate a large amount of tools and equipment.
Quick Draw I Tool Box

Grabber Power’s Quick Draw I tool box is perfect for truck and trailer applications alike. This tool box packs a punch when it comes to storing a lot of equipment in a compact box. We have seen first hand the need of a tool box that not only holds a lot of equipment, but also can be able to organize and keep the equipment just a reach away. This tool box truly does have a place for everything. Swing out blade and inverter racks, core bit and carriage racks, spray paint rack, cable hangers and still room to place a hand saw, chain saw, or any other equipment you are currently working with.

Quick Draw I Features

The Quick Draw I tool box is able to carry up to a 30” blade as well as multiple size blades all at the same time. The Quick Draw I can also be equipped with core bit racks that can handle two complete sets of core bits from 3/4” to 12”. It is not only able to hold two complete sets of core bits, but the Quick Draw I is also equipped with another unique rack that allows you to carry and store away your drill motor while still attached to your drill carriage. This Quick Draw I measures 48W x 24L x 36H and includes two door dual access from the side of a truck or trailer. Built from 14-gauge steel construction weather-resistant surface, the drill-resistant locking system will help prevent theft. Everything you need and want in a tool box in one convenient size!

Quick Draw II Tool Box

If you are looking for a tool box that can handle a large amount of equipment, multiple access points for easier access and store equipment to prevent theft and damage, look no further! The Quick Draw II tool box is the biggest tool box that Grabber Power offers. Swing out blade pocket racks that carry your drill motor and carriage, core bit racks that can carry two sets of core bits from 3/4”-12” and not only does it carry all of this, you will still have room for additional hand saws, chain saws, shovels, columns and whatever else your tool demands are. If you need a big box with a lot of storage room the Quick Draw II is for you!

Quick Draw II Features

The Quick Draw II tool box allows for easy access from both sides of your vehicle because the tool box stretches the entire width of your bed and has all the accessories that you want in a tool box. Dimensions of the Quick Draw II are 60W x 96L x 42H. Four door dual access from either side of the truck and is built with 14-gauge steel construction with a weather-resistant surface. It includes a drill-resistant locking system and includes the blade pocket rack that holds up to 36” blades. Closed end for core bit racks for two sets, special supports and mounts for all your tools. The Quick Draw II has it all!
Saws & Core Drills
Saws & More

Grabber Power Products offers an array of saws, core drills and general core drilling and sawing accessories alike. We supply only commercial quality products and professionally trusted brands. We have everything you need for core drilling, flat sawing, wall sawing, hand sawing and more. We also keep a large supply of general purpose cutting accessories in stock.

Saws

We offer a complete line of models from our vendors including the following:

- Flat saws
- Push saws
- Wire saws
- Hand saws
- Ring saws
- Wall saws
- Chain saws
- Demo & specialty saws
- Hydraulic/hy cycle

Pentruder CBK Wall Saw

Cardi TP400 Electric Hand Saw

ICS Concrete Chain Saw with 14" Bar & Chain

Husqvarna FS 4800 D

Pentruder High Frenquency Wire Saw

Husqvarna K-970 Handsaw
**Grabber Push Saws**

Our 13.5 HP gas powered and 10 HP electric push saw is an economical push saw ideal for jobs requiring precision cutting including floors, pavement, walkways, ramps or any flat sawing application. With a compact body, durable Robin gas engine or Baldor motor and sheet metal covers with high quality powder coating, this push saw is built to last giving you years of cutting.

**Features & Specifications**

The electric and gas powered push saw has an assortment of features that allow for ease of use and handling. These push saws are ideal for cutting in small areas or larger jobs that require blade sizes up to 24".

- Clears up to a 24" blade capacity
- Hydraulic raise & lower
- Adjustable handles for confined areas
- Sheet metal covers around engine
- Wheels have caps to seal out slurry from bearings
- Connects easy to water source
- Two water valves for efficient water use
- 12 Volt 18 Amp power sonic battery
- Convenient outlet for charging the battery
- Custom belt guards for safety
- Compact size allows for tighter cuts in tight spots (28x26x36)
- 13.5 HP Robin EH41 motor or 10 HP Baldor electric motor

13.5 HP Push Saw with 24" Blade

10 HP Push Saw Top & Side Profile
Core Drill Equipment

Grabber offers a wide variety of core drill motors and set ups. We have popular brands such as Cardi, Husqvarna, Weka, Milwaukee & more.

Grabber offers the following core drill styles:
- Hand held
- Electric & Hi-Cycle
- Hydraulic

Grabber Core Drill Assemblies

Aside from supplying top quality core drill motors and accessories, Grabber Power offers great professional core drill assemblies for all your core drill needs. Grabber core drill assemblies include the following:

A: Your choice of motor
B: 2-1/2” ground stainless steel column
C: Top of column has been machined so the carriage slides on and off easier
D: Drill motor adapter plate
E: Vacuum pump assembly
F: Switch box w/plug protector
G: 2 valve water control assembly
H: Roller carriage
I: Heli-coil thread inserts for adjustment screws & wheel mounts
J: 8” semi-pneumatic soft round wheels
K: Core drill base, 2-1/2”
L: Vacuum pad
M: Optional choice of slurry slurp or water catch
N: Optional angle base

*2-7/8” Assemblies also Available*
Grabber Power Diamond Tools

Grabber Power Products offers an assortment of diamond tools and equipment. We also specifically test our products so we know how they will work in the field. If you are having trouble finding the right spec on a blade, core bit, or any other diamond application, we have over 30 years of experience in the concrete cutting industry and can assist you with all your diamond tool needs.

Blades, Core Bits, Grinding Cups & More

We supply a complete line of professional grade diamond products that we hand pick. We deal only with professional manufacturers on our products and choose our diamond tools and equipment with great care.

Cutting applications (Dry/Wet):
- Asphalt
- Concrete
- Green concrete
- Masonary
- Multi-purpose diamond cutting
- Flat saw
- Wall saw
- Hand saw
- Core bits
  From small diameter hand held to 48" diameter plus

Diamond Chain & Wire, Grinding Tooling

Diamond chain & wire segments are produced from the latest machineries and technology. It consists of diamond beads strung on steel cable with spring or plastic spacers. Provides consistent performance with multiple widths & lengths available.

Polishing Pads

The polishing pads are available to match the performance and budget your project requires while giving you the life you need. There is an assortment of different resin bond diamond specs that are available in both wet or dry applications.
Grabber Reels

Grabber offers a complete line of Hannay Reels. These reels are fabricated out of heavy gauge steel. Bearings are self-aligning. Malleable iron and steel are used for hose reel hub assembly, outlet riser and swivel joints. Stainless steel, aluminum, bronze and other alloys and special swivel joint packing are available to meet special requirements. From vacuum hose, water hose, or electrical cable, these reels are the perfect solution for large lengths of hose & cables.

Features Include

Finish: Most reels are finished with e-coating or oven-cured enamel.

Temperature & Pressure (hose reel): Standard reel construction will handle most liquids or gases at temperatures ranging from -20 degrees to +400 degrees F (-29 degrees to +204 degrees C). Operating pressures available up to 10,000 psi (695 BAR) depending on the specific reel series.

Electrical Connections: A pull wire is provided for installing cable through drum and hub. Connection from the electrical source to the reel is through a junction box or a preconnected wire lead, depending on the reel model.

Collector Ring Assembly: Reels to handle live electric cable are normally equipped with a 3-conductor collector ring assembly. Assemblies with additional conductors and for higher amperage are available at extra cost on most models. Be sure to specify your application.

Standard: 45A 600V, up to 300A available
Drill Column Angle Tilt Base

The Grabber Power column angle tilt base can be used with any drill motor and can be used with or without a vacuum base. This tilt base is designed to use a 2-1/2" or a 2-7/8" column and can anchor down directly to a vacuum plate if needed. Drill cores that range from 15 degrees to 175 degrees.

Tilt Base Features

Our Tilt Base is perfect for jobs that require cores to be drilled at an angle.

- Can be used with any drill motor
- Use with or without vacuum base
- Use with 2-1/2" or 2-7/8" columns
- Anchor base or vacuum plate
- Range of angle: 15-175 degrees
- Easily adjustable

19 Gallon Portable Water Tank

The 19 Gallon Portable Water Tank is perfect for those applications when supplying your equipment with water is not as simple as hooking it up to your hose bib. This portable water tank is a great way to supply your core drills, flat saws and push saws with water when no water outlets are to be found or reached.

Features & Specifications

- 19 gallon water capacity
- Pressurized by air & water
- Controls easy with on/off valve
- Compact size and weight: 20x20x36 at 65 lbs w/o water
- Fills up fast with easy to read gauge
- 15" x 3/8" 300 psi hose included
- Female to female coupler
- Solid steel frame with powder coat finish

Speed Nuts

Securing core drill bases has never been easier with the speed nut. This speed nut has a flange that is built in with a 1/2"-13 thread size. The head of the speed nut rotates while the base of the nut remains locked in place. Great tool for securing equipment.
Sanko Concrete Anchors

Sanko has over 40 years of experience manufacturing concrete anchors. In addition, Sanko has a stringent quality assurance process. Setting tools are made of hardened steel designed not to bend or break and last for many installations. We supply our customers with Sanko anchors because we know they are the most dependable anchor in the market.

Features Include:
- Drop in anchors
- 1/2" & 3/8" available
- Setting tool also available

5" & 10" Grabber Water Catch

Tired of cleaning up the mess after core drilling? Our Grabber Water Catch is a durable and reliable way to reduce the mess of core drilling.

Features Include:
- High quality aluminum for extended life
- 5" & 10" sizes
- Multiple rubber cutouts for multiple size bits
- High quality gasket
- Attaches directly to an 1-1/2" vac hose cuff
- Ideal for use on ceilings

Slurry Slurp

A lightweight and versatile tool, it controls slurry while making floor or wall cuts. The slurry slurp hooks directly to most standard wet vacuum hoses. This tool will suck to a wall or floor while picking up slurry.

Features Include:
- 5" & 10" sizes
- Adapter available for wet vac connections

Grabber Power Wall Clamp

Drilling on top of block wall can be difficult. Grabber Power Products offers a simple solution to this problem. Our wall clamp hooks directly to your core drill base and clamps down securely over the desired wall you need to core. It has a 6" to 12" wall capacity and uses high quality wheels with sealed bearings to roll freely once unclamped.
General Accessories
Core Drill Hand Carts, Base Assembly & More

Grabber Power Core Drill Hand Carts

If you have ever had to haul around core drill equipment, you know how heavy and tiresome it can be. Our core drill hand carts are the simple way to transport and haul your core drill equipment from site to site.

Features Include:
- High capacity dolly
- Locking mount for 2-7/8” column & base
- 2-7/8” carriage mount
- 5 gallon container mount for core drill tools

Core Drill Base Assembly with Vacuum Pump

The Grabber Power core drill base assembly with vacuum pump is a high quality assembly that allows you to core drill safely, accurately and efficiently while the vacuum pump securely sucks down to the floor.

Assembly Includes:
- Vacuum pump
- Your choice of base
- Wheel assembly
- Vacuum pad with gasket

Core Drill Spindle Extensions & Adapters

We offer a large supply of core drill shaft spindle extension rods and spindle adapters. We have many sizes in stock and ready to use.

Grabber Core Drill Bases

Grabber Power Products supplies 3 different size bases. Our bases are made from high quality aluminum castings and have heli-coil thread inserts to prevent damage and locking up to the adjustment screws and wheel mounts.

Features Include:
- Will fit to 2-1/2" or 2-7/8" columns
- Heli-coil thread inserts
- High quality aluminum casting
Core Drill Slider

Quick release rings for drilling machines prevents core bits from locking onto the drill motor.

Features Include:
- Size: fits most standard drills
- Kit includes two o-rings & one slider ring
- Attaches securely to drill spindle

Grabber Power Spacer Block

This spacer block adds 2-1/2" to your core drilling capabilities. It spaces any core motor off of carriage with correct motor mount.

Electric Switch Box

The Grabber Power core drill electric switch box is a convenient way to control two motors with one switch.

Hose Whips

Our hose whips are great for controlling water flow for core drilling, flat sawing and other drilling and sawing applications.

- Hose size: 3/8" OD
- Hose ends: 1/2" female hose, QD coupler
- Brass control flow valve
- Hose is rated up to 300 PSI

Core Bit Tote

Handle your core bits with ease. These core bit totes are made from solid steel and can handle most core bits.

- Size: 1 1/4"-7 thread size/count
- Multiple color options
- Solid steel construction
General Accessories
Wall Saw Guide, Wall Pick & More

Wall Saw Linear Guide

The wall saw linear guide is a quick, cost effective way to use your hand saw as a wall saw. This guide is perfect for cutting doorways, windows and other wall saw applications. The track is engineered from high quality aluminum. The guide has four adjustable rollers with top quality bearings. Light weight, this unit can be mounted in minutes.

Features Include:
- Light weight extruded aluminum track
- Longyear style track brackets
- Increases safety of hand held saws on horizontal cuts
- Reduces labor demands
- Ensures straight cuts
- Mounts quickly
- Machined "V" rollers with eccentric adjustment
- Can be invertedly mounted

Linear Wall Saw Guide with Track

Roof Pick

Finally a practical way to cut and remove roof openings. Attach to removal piece after your first parallel cuts. Hold your piece in place while you finish your second set of parallel cuts.

Features Include:
- Aluminum channel
- Round steel handles
- Designed for the lift capacity of two adults
- Multiple channel adjustment
- Ideal up to 10" of concrete

Roof Pick

Wall Saw Track Storage Container

Grabber Power introduces its wall saw track storage boxes. These storage boxes help protect your tracks from getting damaged as well as keeping them clean, organized and accessible no matter where the job may take you. It's a great solution for all your wall saw track storage needs. The wall saw track storage box is able to hold up to six 90° wall saw tracks and is also suitable to carry multiple sizes as well. The wall saw track storage boxes are made from high quality aluminum and the roller system is made from durable plastic tubing.

Wall Saw Track Storage Container

Concrete Wedge

Steel wedge available with or without eye. Great for wedging between concrete for leverage.
**Inverted Paint**

Grabber offers inverted marking paints for multiple use applications. These marking paints are the preferred marking paint for all types of ground marking (trench lines, concrete marking, blue stake, etc.).

- **Size:** 16 oz
- **Color:** White & Clear

**Blade Guard Water Distributor**

Our blade guard water distributor is great for small to large blade guards. Available in 2 & 4 port hose assemblies.

**Water Pump Assembly**

Our water pump assembly is a versatile pump that supplies water to your equipment. It can be mounted directly to your truck or trailer and is a great, compact choice when supplying your equipment with water.

- **Features Include:**
  - 2.1 gallon tank
  - 12 volt water pump
  - Strainer & mounting hardware included
  - Replacement parts available
More Products, More Tools, More Options

Grabber offers an extensive selection of replacement parts and more. We carry everything from belts, carburetors, spark plugs and a variety of filters. Grabber is your one stop shop for all your replacement part needs.

Grabber is your best resource for nation wide professional service, from small engine tuneups and preventive maintenance, to total equipment repair.

We offer a well-stocked parts warehouse. If the item you need is not in stock, we can order it. With our trained specialists, you can expect fast and efficient service when it comes to all makes and models of equipment, ranging from core drill motors to motor starting generators. We have the experience and technology you need to keep you moving forward.

From everyone at Grabber Power Products,

Thank you!